
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

impelDeploy™ 
Deployment Automation, Tracking and Reporting 

 

customisable                  dynamic                  real-time                paperless 

 

Managing desktop deployment or migration projects successfully can be a 

challenge.  Engineers need well-defined processes, progress needs to be 

accurately tracked and reported on, end-user data stored locally can be a risk, 

and the administrative project overheads can be time-consuming. 

imagine being able to track progress in real-time without any paperwork required, 

and provide these results instantly to your customers or management. imagine 

having the automation to give you peace of mind that end user data is safe.  imagine 

no more.  For a low per-device cost, impeltec’s impelDeploy can make your next 

deployment project a breeze. 

 
Paperless tracking: as your engineers progress through individual steps on a per-device basis, 

progress and results are collected without the need for paper-based tracking or sign-off.  

Reporting: in real-time, our online reporting portal will instantly provide you deployment progress 

and status reports, as well as audit data collected from devices. Report on devices in progress, 

completed or even those that have had to be excluded. Reports can be instantly exported to Excel. 

Customisable: use our online portal to define your process and individual deployment tasks. Tasks 

can be denoted as mandatory to ensure process is adhered to by your engineers. 

 
Customised application: with our easy-to-use web portal, customise your deployment tasks as per 

your defined process.  Use your customised application to track each device’s progress, collect audit 

data, and provide automation such as backing up and restoring end user data and settings. 

Deployment automation: our solution includes built-in tasks for standard activities such as 

data backup and restore, and  

Real-time reporting: track the progress of individual devices or sites in real-time.  You will get 

instant access to up-to-the-minute reports that show status of deployment activities and audit data 

from devices being deployed or migrated. 

□ Are the administrative overheads of your desktop deployment or migration projects a burden? 

□ Does your customer or management require ongoing reporting of deployment activities? 

□ Do you want to reduce the project costs associated with collating migration results from your 

engineers and producing reports? 

□ Does your customer or business have specific deployment needs or require complex processes? 
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impelSOE 
impelOps 

impelOps ACN: 155 232 241 

Track live progress with real-time access to reports 
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